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How to find the right vacuum for you • Choose an upright vacuum cleaner if your home is mostly wall-to-wall carpet and all on one floor. In our cleaning lab tests, upright vacuum cleaners do the best job of removing ground-in, inserted dirt from carpets because they are usually heavier than other styles
and the weight of the nozzle helps to reach deep into the carpet pile for better cleaning. Posts can weigh anywhere from 10 to more than 20 pounds, which can also make some heavy carry up and down stairs. If your home has more than one level and you prefer an upright position, consider keeping one
on each floor. Most of the posts are equipped with on-board hoses, wands and tools for vacuuming crevices and upholstery and cleaning of paved areas such as door frames and crown rails. If you use an upright vacuum to clean bare floors and low loops or carpets, we recommend choosing a model
where you can adjust the nozzle height and turn off the rotating brush to prevent dirt from dispersing and damage to flat and fine surfaces.• Select a canister vacuum cleaner if your home has plenty of stairs and bare floors and only a few carpets. Many full-size canister vacuum cleaners come with a
power nozzle that has a rotating brush to mimic that of an upright position. We recommend this attachment if you prefer a canister and have deep piles of carpet, say, just in the bedrooms. Otherwise, you will see a long flat attachment or brush that can be used on bare floors and low flat carpets.
Canisters can also be heavy, but they are easier to lift and wear with both hands. All have hoses and attachments for dusting, upholstery and crevices. Since the engine and canister are behind you, these vacuum cleaners are easier to maneuver into tight spaces and use on stairs than the posts are.•
Choose a stick or rod vacuum cleaner if you are looking for a lightweight quick pantograph top for bare floors and low carpet piles. Most of them are slim enough to be hid in a corner or closet near the kitchen for quick cleaning after dinner. They come wired or wireless, although in our cleaning lab tests
we found that rechargeables usually run anywhere up to an hour, so you'll need to keep them plugged in so they stay fully charged and ready to go. Some have rotating brushes for better carpet cleaning and many convert to or have a hand vacuum on board, so it's like having two vacuum cleaners in
one. Some come with attachments such as dust brushes and slotted tools and charging racks for storage.• Choose a robotic vacuum cleaner if you want to do cleaning when you're out of the house or doing something else. Robotic vacuum cleaners use cameras and lasers to map your way around your
rooms, so don't miss the place. Today's robots are more sophisticated than ever. Most of them can be controlled using the app on your phone, and some are even enabled by voice. They can return to their home base to recharge and then to clean wherever they end up. Robotic vacuum cleaners are
great maintenance cleaners. Send them out often enough you may never have to pull out a full-size vacuum. Of course, they go under the bed and behind the furniture to clean the places you are likely to skip.• Select a hand held vacuum cleaner if you need a compact tool that quickly picks up dry stains
on bare floors and surfaces or nabinas, animal hair and other surface dirt on fabrics or carpets. Some come with hoses and accessories and others can pick up wet spots, too. Hand held vacuum cleaners come with a cable or wireless and are easy to come out to clean the car. Quick and easy floor
cleaning is a priority, but it's not an obvious choice when choosing a tool – with upright, canistered and vacuum cleaners. Hands down, canisters win over competitors when it comes to wooden floors and other bare surfaces. However, a good, strong canister model will also work well on carpets and
carpets. Canisters also have better maneuverability and clear competition when it comes to blinds, curtains and overhead lights, which is a useful addition to your cleaning arsenal. We've collected the best of them, with must-have features such as telescopic wands, carpet brushes, various tools and
adjustable suction. Prices range from a substantial investment for a quality model with lots of bells and whistles to small budget options at very affordable price points. Whatever you choose, look for lightweight models, especially useful for ease of use on the stairs and a good manufacturer's warranty.
Why choose a canister vacuum cleaner? When it comes to basic floor care, there are three common types of vacuum cleaners: upright vacuum cleaners, vacuum cleaners and vacuum cleaners. Each type offers its own strengths and weaknesses. Upright vacuum cleaners are usually the best choice if
you have a home that is mostly carpeted. A good upright vacuum cleaner has considerable suction power and generally speaking a wider cleaning path than a vacuum cleaner. On the other hand, upright vacuum cleaners are heavy, can be difficult to maneuver, and are very difficult to use on stairs. Stick
vacuum cleaners are best reserved for quick cleaning. If you live in a very small house, the stick vacuum will not replace your regular vacuum cleaner. But a stick vacuum is great for vacuuming crumbs or spilling as your place is representative before the advent of society, and sucking into pet hair.
Disadvantages include lack of power, small gatherer dirt, and so-so performance on carpets. Canister vacuum cleaners are excellent for hard floors, and depending on the model, they do a fair-to-good job on carpets as well. Canister dropped are also much easier to maneuver than posts. They get further
under the furniture, and because of their design, they feel much lighter during use. If your home has a staircase, you will appreciate a long hose and a separate head vacuum cleaner. In addition, you can use a canister vac for curtains, upholstery, and even the interior of your car. There are several
drawbacks for canister vacuum cleaners. can not compete with upright planting in terms of carpets, especially if the carpet has a high pile. A smaller head canister vacuum takes longer to cover a large area of the floor, and it is harder to store the canister vacuum than it is upright. Still, if your home has
stairs, lots of hard floors, tight corners, and/or furniture raised on your feet (as is common in mid-century modern design), a canister vacuum might be your best option. Baggy canister vacuum cleaners vs bagless canister vacuum cleanersIn battle bags versus bagless vacuum cleaners, owners are evenly
distributed in terms of preferences. Both sides, of course, have pros and cons, so the answer to which one is better is certain depends on it. Bagged canister vacuum cleanersEach vacuum cleaners keep collected dirt and dust in a bag that is tossed into the garbage when full. Many bags have hepa-
filtration capabilities that significantly reduce to allergens and prevent dust from collecting inside vacuum or blowing back into the room. Pros: Bagged vacuum cleaners are the best option if allergies are a big problem in your home. You will not need to replace or clean the filter as often, and you will not be
exposed to allergens or dust when replacing the bag. Cons: You have to buy bags, and most vacuum cleaners start to lose suction power as the bag becomes full. Bagless canistersSysysysys vacuum cleaners have a plastic chamber that collects dust and bedding. You empty the chamber when it's full.
Often this is a messy process that exposes you to all the allergens and gravel inside the chamber. Pros: There are no bags to buy, thereby reducing your ongoing costs. And bagless vacuum cleaners are more environmentally friendly because you're not tufting a paper bag. Cons: Along with the potential
for dusty clutter when emptying the chamber, you will also need to clean the vacuum filter more often because the dust tends to escape and collect in the filter. Did you know that? Switching directions while you are sucking, you will release dirt, hair and other dirt from carpets. STAFFBestReviewsThe
vacuum cleaners come with a wide range of possible features, and some of these features may suit your needs better than others. Here is a list of the most common features to consider. Long power cordYou sometimes live in a small space, vacuuming the entire home generally means disconnecting and
reconnecting the vacuum cleaner cable at least once or twice while working. A long power cord - 20 feet or longer is best - reduces to how often you have to do it. Rewinding the cableThis practical element automatically rewinds the power cord at the touch of a button or by gently pulling it. The length of
the hoseAlth while many canister vacuum cleaners have a hose that is five or six feet long, the longer hose makes it easy to reach behind or under the furniture. Filter abilityEvery vacuum cleaner has at least one filter, but some have more than one. And some have HEPA filters to catch even the smallest
allergens and dust particles. In the case of vacuum cleaner bags, the bag itself as a filter. Dirt collection capacitySach vacuum cleaners have a plastic container for collecting dirt. If this container is very small, you will often have to stop it and empty it. Setting the height of the carpetThis is usually a lever
or knob, which allows you to adjust the height of the roller brush for different carpet piles. The way to cleanSplate cleaning head sucks out of the canister, the fewer passages you will need to make to clean the entire floor. For your safety, Make or change the vacuum filter regularly. Clogged filters prevent
vacuum extraction at full power and disperse dust and allergens back to your room. STAFFBestReviews While you won't lift or push a canister vacuum cleaner in the same way you would an upright vacuum cleaner, it's getting easier to work with a reasonably light vacuum cleaner. Power settingsSuch as
canister vacuum cleaners allow you to adjust the power level, so you can use lower suction when working on fine surfaces and higher suction on carpets or large clutter. Roller brush switchVáček – also called a whipping brush – releases and lifts dirt and hair from carpets, but could potentially scratch
wooden or other hard-surfaced floors. Some vacuum cleaner canisters have a switch to turn off the roller brush when working on wooden floors. Powered headWhen the cylinder head is powered by electricity instead of air, you get a much more powerful and efficient suction on carpets and carpets. Pet
head If you have pets, probably deal with shed hair regularly. Canister vacuum cleaners marketed as pets generally come with a powered pet head that is essentially a miniature vacuum head that excels at picking up hair from carpets, upholstery, and curtains. Resist the urge to vacuum small metal
objects such as paper clips or coins. It is also smart to avoid picking up shed leaves from potted plants, balls of paper, and other large items with a vacuum cleaner. Attempting to vacuum these items would likely clog the hose or damage the engine fan. STAFFBestReviewsSaid on upright vacuum
cleaners than canisters, the headlight is very suitable for vacuuming under furniture or bed. Sound levelVacuum cleaners are noisy; There's no way around it. But some models and brands are a little quieter than others. AccessoriesYus canister vacuum will probably contain a set of accessories. Typically,
a hose extender, upholstery brush, and slit tool are in this kit. Higher-end vacuum cleaners may contain other useful accessories as well. Price As a general rule, canister vacuum cleaners are more expensive than bollards, although you will definitely find many bargain vacuum cleaners priced below $100.
For an excellent canister vacuum with many desirable bells and whistles, however, be prepared to spend $200 or more. Frequently asked questions. How often should I use my canister vacuum cleaner? A. For many households, a weekly session with a canister vacuum usually susposes. If you have
pets, children, a lot of walking traffic, or live in a dusty area, however, you will probably have to vacuum How often should I replace my canister vacuum bag? A. We recommend replacing the canister vacuum cleaner when it is approximately two-thirds full. At that point, your vacuum begins to lose suction
power. Power.
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